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Resource Information

URL: http://knowledgeblog.org/

Proper Citation: Knowledge Blog (RRID:SCR_003603)

Description: Blog investigating a light-weight way of publishing scientific, academic and technical knowledge on the web where you can read about current events. It is used in a number of different ways: hosting tutorials on ontologies and bioinformatics; as a conference website; and as a mechanism for documenting Knowledge Blog. They also provide software for extending WordPress, enabling referencing, adding metadata to posts, and supporting mathematics on the web. Together, these pieces of software have had many thousands of downloads, representing 100s of installations; it can be used to provide a formal personal publication framework for the researcher. Finally, they provide Greycite, a service which provides bibliographic metadata for any website, supporting their referencing plugin, and helping authors to link to the many web archiving services, enabling increased digital preservation. Blogs and blog technology has been designed to allow people to discuss, share and disseminate their opinion in a simple and light-weight way. Adding a little formality to this, and we have a journal.

Abbreviations: Knowledgeblog

Synonyms: Knowledge Blog - Scientific Publishing for the Web Generation

Resource Type: blog, software resource, authoring tool, narrative resource, data or information resource, software application

Keywords: scientific publishing, bioinformatics, publishing, software, open scholarship

Funding Agency: JISC
**Availability:** Acknowledgement requested, The community can contribute to this resource

**Resource Name:** Knowledge Blog

**Resource ID:** SCR_003603

**Alternate IDs:** nlx_12901

---

**Ratings and Alerts**

No rating or validation information has been found for Knowledge Blog.

No alerts have been found for Knowledge Blog.

---

**Data and Source Information**

**Source:** [SciCrunch Registry](https://scicrunch.org)

---

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.